Generalisation of 1:50k roads centrelines from 1:10k road polygons in an automated workflow
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1. Introduction

This paper reports about on going developments in the map production process of the Dutch Kadaster (who also hold the mapping agency). In March 2013, the Dutch Kadaster will produce the 1:50k map series fully automatically from 1:10k data for the first time. From that moment on, this new product will replace the existing 1:50k map. It is the first time that a complete topographic map is generalised with no human interaction and that the resulting map is good enough to replace the existing map.

The implementation is a 100% automated generalisation workflow that produces a countrywide map series at scale 1:50k from 1:10k data within 50 hours. Therefore a 1:50k map delivery is foreseen with every 1:10k data update, i.e. five times a year. The research that achieved the fully automated generalisation workflow was explained in several publications (Stoter et al, 2009; 2011; 2012). The automated workflow for the generalisation of 1:50k maps from TOP10NL data is currently being extended to produce the 1:100k map series.

This workshop paper focuses on the generalisation problem for which one third of the sub models were developed: generalisation of the road network. The Dutch data models at 1:10k and 1:50k have two properties that characterise this process. At first 1:10k data contains road polygons for every road wider than 2 meters that represent the real widths of the roads, while 1:50k maps contain road centerlines that cover complete roads and that have an attribute indicating the width of the road. The second property that characterises the generalisation of roads is that data at all scale form a planar partition, i.e. no gaps or overlap are allowed. Therefore every polygon that is removed should be replaced by something else.

2. The generalisation problem of roads

For the generalisation of the 1:50k roads from 1:10k data (TOP10NL), four major (generalisation) operations need to be applied. These steps seem straightforward. However, as will be explained in Section 3, considerable effort was paid (with self-developed models) to cover the exceptional cases. The four main generalisation steps for roads are:

1. Replace the 1:10k road polygons with centrelines. This is done by using the TOP10NL centrelines as source data. In TOP10NL this road network is stored additionally to the road polygons that are used for the map. In TOP10NL every road wider than 2 meter is represented by two geometries: a polygon (for the map) and a centre line per lane for the road network. In contrast, road centrelines at
scale 1:50k cover complete roads (see Figure 1). Therefore the road TOP10NL centrelines are collapsed with the “merge divided roads” tool of ArcGIS. In this operation, roads with the same code are collapsed.

Figure 1 Centrelines in TOP10NL (left) and TOP50 (right), both projected on TOP10NL polygons

2. Extend land use parcels to road centrelines by a self-developed algorithm. Due to replacing of road polygons with road centrelines, gaps exist in a small buffer around the road centrelines. The original road areas need to be assigned to the neighbouring area objects to assure a complete coverage of topographic classes. This is done by extending land use parcels to the new centrelines. To accomplish this, the land use parcel polygons are converted to boundaries, where all boundaries that share a segment with the boundary of a road polygon are firstly removed. Then the remaining land use boundaries are extended. The extended land use boundaries together with the road centrelines (result of first step) represent the new 1:50k land use polygons.

3. Prune the road network, see also Chaudhry and Mackaness (2006), Thom (2007) and Thompson and Richardson (1999). This is not straightforward, specifically because TOP10NL data does not contain many attributes for pruning. The pruning of the road network is done with the ‘thin road network algorithm’ available in ArcGIS. This algorithm retains connectivity and the general character while using a hierarchy for the relative importance and the minimum length of a road. For the time being, we did not further investigate a self-developed algorithm based on road continuity. Figure 2 shows the road network before and after pruning.

Figure 2 Thinning of the road network before (left) and after (right) generalisation (displayed with same symbol size and at same scale)
In the displacement process at the end of the generalisation workflow, symbolised features are displaced. In this displacement process, roads get highest priority, i.e. they are never displaced in favor of keeping the location of other object types. This is because the (main) road network is used to partition the country to be able to perform countrywide generalisation. The (main) roads are often physical boundaries in the real world and therefore hardly any object is divided by these linear boundaries. Using these real-world boundaries as partition-boundaries makes it less complicated to keep the topology at partition-boundaries. However, if road density is still too high, the roads may get displaced because of each other. This should be avoided as much as possible.

3. The specific cases

The generic approach, as presented in the previous section, generalises input roads (1:10k) containing both road polygons (inclusive adjacent road polygons) and road centrelines to non adjacent road lines (this can still be parallel roads) and prunes the network in a next step, see Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Generalisation of roads: source data (left) en target data (right)](image)

This section presents (a selection of) special cases that could not be generalised with the generic approach (only). Most of these specific cases became clear after having evaluated intermediate results. The solution of each case consists of two steps. At first the case (i.e. specific context) needs to be identified in an automated manner. Secondly the appropriate generalisation operation needs to be performed. For each of the selected exceptional cases, the specific problem, automated detection and solution is presented below.

**Case 1:**
**Problem:** Cycle paths that are (partly) adjacent to roads should become part of the main road in 1:50k. Otherwise the displacement pushes the two roads away from each other in the displacement process (Figure 4).
**Approach:**
1. Detection: Select polygons representing cycle paths that touch road-polygons
2. Solution:
   a. Cycle paths adjacent to roads are deleted; the others (i.e. free cycle paths) are maintained.
   b. The centreline representing the 1:50k cycle path is extended to the adjacent road to retain the connectivity of the roads. In addition, the extension assures the planar partition.
Case 2:
**Problem:** Two land use polygons enclosed by roads with different encodings cannot be identified as such by the standard procedure (see section 2), because boundaries of land uses are removed when they intersecting with boundaries of road polygons (Figure 5).
**Approach:**
1. Detection: Select polygons of roads that touch each other and check whether land use is enclosed.
2. Solution: Select the touching boundary of the road polygons. Create a line perpendicular to the centre point of the touching boundary. This line is connected on either side to the both adjacent road lines. In this way there is a new boundary created between the two land use polygons, see figure below.

![Figure 5 Generalisation of land use enclosed by roads](image)

Case 3:
**Problem:** Adjacent roads with different code should not be merged but the less important one should be deleted (Figure 6).
**Approach:**
1. Detection: Select polygons representing roads that share a boundary with other road-polygons, with different codes.
2. Solution: select the boundary between the differently encoded road and the road polygon. Remove the centre line belonging to the adjacent differently encoded road polygon. After removing the adjacent roads, the land use areas are extended to the remaining road lines.
Figure 6 Merging of roads should not process roads with different codes

Case 4:
Problem: In TOP10NL, every road consists of multiple geometries: polygon and centre line covering exactly the complete polygon (not more, i.e. they do not intersect the outer boundary). In situations of road polygons that touch in the corners this leads to unwanted cul-de-sacs, as can be seen in the figure below. In addition, if the specific road is removed in the pruning process, these centerlines are to be used as new boundaries of the adjacent land use polygons and should therefore be connected as a boundary line (Figure 7).

Approach:
1. Detection: Find all dead ends of the road lines that are touching the boundary of the road polygons
2. Solution: Extend the road lines to each other. If the roads are pruned later on in the process, the extended line segment is appended to the feature class of (soft) land use boundaries.

Figure 7 Generalisation of roads with incomplete network geometries

Case 5:
Problem:
Small water areas (or other polygonal object) enclosed by roads disappear because only polygon boundaries are considered in the displacement process (step 4 in section 2), not the polygons themselves. The enclosed area will become invisible, because its boundaries are road lines (with a wide representation), i.e. these areas are covered by the road symbols. The generic displacement approach assures sufficient space between objects; but does not provide sufficient space within the enclosed objects themselves. See Figure 8.

Approach:
1. Detection: select water (or other polygonal objects) totally enclosed by roads.
2. Solution (see steps in Figure 9): Save information of “disappearing” polygon in an attribute point and reassign this information to the rebuilt polygons at the end of the generalization workflow. To create space in between the two roads, the displacement
takes into account the symbolisation of roads at 1:50k. This assures that the roads are not covering each other. To prevent that they are covering the area in between, the representation of roads is exaggerated in the process, while the common symbolisation is used. The result is a wider displacement.

Case 6:
Problem:
The visualisation of parallel roads, which are the results of merging individual lanes (i.e. highways) are still representing a too wide area in the 1:50k dataset (Figure 9).

Approach:
1. Detection: Select road polygons that are adjacent to each other and have the same road classification.
2. Solution: Repeat the merge-road centreline operation. During the merging of the divided roads, the connectivity is retained and attributes are copied. After collapsing the roads, the land use boundaries are extended to the new road line (again). So part of the process as presented in section 2 is repeated.

Case 7:
Problem:
Highway exits are not encoded in TOP10NL. Because these geometries are encoded as highways, they are included in the merge dual road operations. This gives unwanted results at exits.

Approach: The TOP10NL data model is adjusted and the attribute of the existence of an exit is added. This attribute is filled for the complete data set in one effort, which makes it possible to exclude these road segments from the merging process in the future.
4. Conclusions and further research

This paper reports on a automated map production process currently practised by the Dutch Kadaster. In this process a countrywide 1:50k map series is generalised fully automatically from 1:10k data. Although a generic approach solves most of the cases, the challenge of the implementation of a full production line is solving exceptional cases. This paper presents a selection of exceptional cases that have to be addressed in the generalisation of road networks. Indeed, our experiments showed that the difficulty of automated generalisation lies not in the automation of the large part (say 80%) but in solving the exceptions.

On-going work is addressing a few other cases to improve next versions of the 1:50k map. For roads this is for example the generalisation of multi-level infrastructural crossing. TOP10NL data contains a road network in 2D and therefore the generalisation of junctions at unequal heights does not always correctly reflect that one road is crossing the other, specifically at complicated junctions. Generalisation of these fly-over crossings is being improved by taking the (relative) heights into account. This information is available in TOP10NL data.

Other on-going work is extending the generalisation workflow to produce the 1:100k map series fully automatically from TOP10NL data. Most submodels developed in the 1:10k to 1:50k generalisation can be reused here (with different parameter values). However, a few issues are more challenging. For example the used road-thinning algorithm is sufficient to generalise most (artificially constructed) waterways for 1:50k representations. However sometimes narrow waterways (under 40m) need to be merged into lines (i.e. collapsed) which brings extra challenges, apart from the lack of a thorough centreline tool. What to do for example if only a small part of a watercourse is (a little) too narrow: ignore the small section, collapse only the narrow section or widen this section to the minimum size?
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